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This is the third appearance on the Side Hustle Show for Rosemarie Groner from The 

Busy Budgeter. 

I think we just need to make it an official annual event, since Rosemarie is such a 

listener (and host) favorite – and because she never stays in the same place for long. 

I was as interested as you guys to find out what’s happened since we last spoke. To 

recap, this is how her business strategy has evolved over the last three years: 
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Year 1: Rosemarie was focusing on Pinterest traffic and ad revenue and her blog was 

making around $5k a month. 

Year 2: Rosemarie started to focus on her email list and “core affiliate strategy,” seeing 

her revenue grow to $20-25k a month. 

Year 3: Rosemarie has seen a drop in traffic, but her revenue is WAY up and is now 

earning $100k a month. 

In this episode she explains what she has been focusing on this year and how she has 

achieved this growth. 

Picking up Where We Left Off 

When we last spoke Rosemarie was studying SEO so she could increase her organic 

traffic as she was getting most of her traffic from Pinterest at the time. 

“That was the worst idea ever,” Rosemarie said. “As soon as I had a good grasp on 

SEO I really just didn’t care.” 

Instead, she opted to hire an SEO company to go through her content and optimize her 

older posts. She realized there is a much higher ROI this way, rather than spending her 

own time going through all her older content. 

Rosemarie did see an increase in organic traffic through these SEO efforts, but it wasn’t 

for keywords that were driving revenue, so she stopped working with the SEO agency a 

couple of months ago. 

“When we pulled back from that we stopped caring about traffic completely,” Rosemarie 

said. 

Her traffic is actually down more than 25% from a year ago, dropping from 400k page 

views a month to 285k – yet her revenue is up 5x! 

So what changed? 

How Creating Her Own Products and Focusing on ROI 5x'd Her Revenue 

Rosemarie said her huge increase in revenue came down to focusing on creating and 

selling her own products over affiliate ones, funneling traffic more effectively from her 

email list, and chasing better ROI. 

When she was focusing on affiliate products and offers last year she was making 

anywhere between 5-40% of the sale as affiliate commission. 

Producing her own products means keeping 100% of the sale, plus she can tailor the 

products to better serve the needs of her audience. 

Her first products were “Cheat Sheets,” which were PDF downloads of instructions for 

some of the tactics that worked well for own blog. (She created these originally for 



members of her mastermind group, and then turned around and sold them to the portion 

of her readers interested in blogging.) 

She wanted to make short info sheets that were relevant to her audience and could be 

implemented in four hours or less and yield results. 

Some of her products for her blogging audience included her Core Affiliate Strategy 

Cheat Sheet, Pinterest Strategy Cheat Sheet, and Date Your List, which teaches how to 

turn email subscribers into raging fans. 

By using Convert Kit Rosemarie is able to email separate segments of her email list. 

She emailed her budgeting audience when she released another of her own products 

called the Budgeting Workbook, this product ended up selling over $100k worth in the 

first two months. 

Rosemarie said about 80% of her sales are coming from her email list, which is why she 

moved her focus to her audience from SEO. 

She has an interesting funnel in place to convert subscribers into customers; 

Her primary budgeting lead magnet is the 90 Day Budget Bootcamp. 

As soon as someone opts in for that, they’re offered her Budgeting Workbook at a 

discounted price of $7 (normally $27). “A lot [22%] of the people that opt in for the 

bootcamp also upgrade and get the workbook,” Rosemarie said. 

There is another offer for her book that goes out a couple of weeks later at $12 to 

everyone who didn’t buy it the first time. 

The tech stuff behind setting up her funnel is handled by Grayson Bell for iMark 

Interactive. The offer page is powered by LeadPages, which links to Send Owl for the 

file delivery and payment processing, and then links to Convert Kit to manage the list. 

Focusing on ROI 

Rosemarie has always focused on improving her ROI, which is the driving force behind 

the rapid growth of her blog and revenue. 

“I eliminated anything that wasn’t important for my growth,” she said, adding that you 

don’t have to work 50-60 hours a week to see results. By spending your time on the 

things that earn you money and ignoring the things that don’t, your income will grow. 

Rosemarie shared some tips for new bloggers or bloggers who are not making much 

money yet: 

1. Start on the foundation of building a blog. Identify where your audience is and 

focus on the most relevant traffic sources. 

2. Build an email list. Offer a freebie to entice people to sign up, and once they are 

on your list work hard to keep them interested in your content. 
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3. Once you have a list and built up some trust with your audience you can find 

solutions to their problems and recommend products as an affiliate to start 

making money. 

4. Start creating your own products. This allows you to focus on the needs of your 

audience while making a lot more per sale than as an affiliate. 

“If you can get that established relationship with your audience when they know you’re 

not trying to get rich off them, but you’re honestly trying to help them while you make 

money – I feel like that is the secret sauce to success,” Rosemarie said. 

She built her business on the strategies outlined above. 50-60% of her revenue is now 

coming from her own products, and Rosemarie works 20 hours a week on her business. 

You can browse all of Rosemarie’s products at BusyBudgeterShop.com. 

Rosemarie’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Learn Facebook Ads.” 

More Info: 

• https://busybudgeter.com/ 
• http://www.sidehustlenation.com/268 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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